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Abstract. The high-latitude boundaries of the plasma sheet
(PSBL) are dynamic latitude zones of recurring and transient
(minutes to tens of minutes) earthward and magnetic fieldaligned bursts of plasma, each being more or less confined
in longitude as well, whose ionic component is dominated
by protons with flux, energies and density that are consistent with a central plasma sheet (CPS) source at varying distance (varying rates of energy time dispersion), sometimes
as close as the ∼19 RE Cluster apogees, or closer still. The
arguably most plausible source consists of so called “bursty
bulk flows” (BBFs), i.e. proton bulk flow events with large,
positive and bursty GSE vx . Known mainly from CPS observations made at GSE x>−30 RE , the BBF type events
probably take place much further downtail as well. What
makes the BBFs an especially plausible source are (1) their
earthward bulk flow, which helps explain the lack of distinctive latitudinal PSBL energy dispersion, and (2) their association with a transient strong increase of the local tail
Bz component (“local dipolarization”). The enhanced Bz
provides intermittent access to higher latitudes for the CPS
plasma, resulting in local density reductions in the tail midplane, as illustrated here by proton data from the Cluster CIS
CODIF instruments. Another sign of kinship between the
PSBL bursts and the BBFs is their similar spatial fine structure. The PSBL bursts have prominent filaments aligned
along the magnetic field with transverse flux gradients that
are often characterized by local ∼10 keV proton gyroradii
scale size (or even smaller), as evidenced by Cluster measurements. The same kind of fine structure is also found during Cluster near-apogee traversals of the tail midplane, as illustrated here and implied by recently published statistics on
BBFs obtained with Cluster multipoint observations at varying satellite separations. Altogether, the Cluster observations
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described here mesh rather well with theories about so called
plasma sheet “bubbles,” i.e. earthward drifting closed magnetic flux tubes with reduced particle pressure and enhanced
magnetic field strength at their apex. It is argued that such
bubbles may be initiated by localized diamagnetic instabilities.
Keywords. Magnetospheric physics (Magnetospheric configuration and dynamics; Magnetotail; Plasma sheet)

1

Introduction

The principal defining feature of the so called “plasma sheet
boundary layer,” or PSBL for short, has been its location,
being observed immediately adjacent to a tail lobe, usually as
a rather brief (<20 min) enhancement of the energetic (keV)
particle flux. In addition, some proton velocity or energy
dispersion is often noted, along with initially earthward bulk
motion (e.g. Parks et al., 1979, 1984; Forbes et al., 1981;
Spjeldvik and Fritz, 1981; Williams, 1981; Eastman et al.,
1985; Bosqued et al., 1993). From the first observations, this
phenomenon has been commonly viewed as a manifestation
of a “neutral line” (or “X-line”) being located tailward of the
observing spacecraft.
For example, Forbes et al. (1981), using particle data from
the near-equatorial ISEE 1 and ISEE 2 satellites, reported
observing several events of protons streaming along the magnetic field near the northern surface of the plasma sheet, each
event having protons streaming only earthward at first, and
then both earthward and tailward, the latter identified as mirrored protons. In the one case shown, from about 15 Earth
radii (RE ) downtail, the mirrored protons appear about 2 min
after the arrival of earthward-moving protons. The speeds
of both populations show a systematic decrease with time,
which is interpreted as due to the plasma source moving tailward onto field lines mapping to progressively higher polar
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latitudes (above the satellites). The authors suggest that the
plasma source is spatially associated with a tailward retreating neutral line.
An essential consequence of this interpretation is that the
PSBL proton energies must have a continuous latitudinal dispersion, with the average energy increasing with increasing
latitude. This is true of any “customary” neutral-line source
model, whether that source moves tailward or not, because a
tail neutral line, by definition, must be immersed in a duskdirected large-scale electric field, where the associated earthward and equator-directed E×B drift will disperse ions according to their magnetic field-aligned velocity as they all
drift earthward, away from the source. Its reverse implication, which is decreasing proton energy with decreasing latitude, is often invoked in the literature, when proton energies
are observed to decrease with time, to argue that the observing spacecraft is becoming engulfed by the central plasma
sheet (CPS).
In an attempt to separate latitudinal and temporal dispersion effects, Lennartsson et al. (2001) applied ion spectral
data from the polar orbiting Polar satellite to compare a large
number of northward (autumn) and southward (spring) crossings of the night-side boundary between the plasma sheet and
the northern lobe at geocentric distances R∼4 to 7 RE . Their
ion data, in the form of differential flux versus energy and
time, were obtained with the TIMAS instrument (toroidal
imaging mass-angle spectrograph) at energy per charge between 15 eV/e and 33 keV/e at a time resolution of 12 s (two
s/c spin cycles). This comparison revealed that individual
proton energy dispersion traces, when clearly defined, which
occurred on about 60% of the crossings, slope downward as
function of time, whether the ion energy analyzer is moving
poleward or equatorward.
Of a total of 106 poleward crossings, none displayed a
distinct continuous increase, even briefly, of proton energy
with time (Table 1 in Lennartsson et al.). The only upward trend found, during five of those crossings, consisted of
multiple brief (∼few minutes) flux enhancements at successively higher energy. Even during these “stepping up” events,
the individual flux patches showed a downward energy trend
(e.g. Plate 2 in the Lennartsson et al. paper).
These Polar results were later confirmed with ion statistical data from the polar orbiting Interball-Auroral satellite by Sauvaud and Kovrazhkin (2004), data taken at altitudes of 2 to 3 RE , and with some event data (at R>4 RE )
from the Cluster satellites as well (Sauvaud and Kovrazhkin,
2004; Keiling et al., 2004). The Sauvaud and Kovrazhkin
study treats the stepping up kind of events as a separate type
(VDIS), based in part on their occurring during reduced magnetic activity and in association with less energetic electrons.
However, the downward energy trend within each proton
substructure was confirmed.
As far as their energy dispersion is concerned, PSBL proton flows are thus consistent with transient bursts, probably
from a transient but recurring kind of source. Given that
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009

a dawn-to-dusk electric field is still present, then the absence of latitudinal dispersion near Earth implies that the tail
plasma source is moving earthward itself. That is, as the
burst plasma expands earthward along magnetic field lines,
all plasma in a given magnetic flux tube, including the source
itself, is convecting earthward (Lennartsson et al., 2001).
According to the Polar TIMAS survey, these PSBL proton bursts, within the few hours of midnight magnetic local
time (MLT) that were examined, have differential number
flux, energies, and number density that are consistent with a
central plasma sheet source. The flux typically peaks at 105 –
106 (cm2 sr s keV)−1 at an energy of 4–12 keV, like in the
plasma sheet, and its pitch-angle distribution, being somewhat “field aligned” at first, is consistent with time-of-flight
separation of an isotropic source population. The flux energy
dispersion is generally more pronounced than its pitch-angle
dispersion at the Polar altitudes, being a combination of fading flux at higher energy, as higher-energy protons mirror
and return tailward, and increasing flux at lower energy, as
successively lower-energy protons arrive (R being ≤7 RE ).
Peak number densities are usually in the same 0.1–1.0 cm−3
range as the central plasma sheet density.
The downward slope of the energy dispersion varies a
great deal, and it is often steep enough (few minutes) for the
source to be well earthward of 30 RE . It does not show a
systematic ordering by latitude along the Polar orbit, however, and the most poleward flux structure sometimes has the
steepest slope, consistent with its arriving along a “dipolarized” magnetic flux tube of limited extent in both latitude
and longitude (e.g. Plate 3 in the Lennartsson et al. paper).
The bursts tend to be more numerous, intense and energetic
and to occur over a wider latitude range (up to five or more
degrees invariant latitude along the Polar orbit) during high
global geomagnetic activity, but they do occur at all levels of
Kp , for instance, possibly being strongly localized at times.
Some form of local proton flux enhancement, with or without clear dispersion, is seen on most of the Polar crossings of
the (northern) plasma-sheet tail-lobe boundary.
It is not a long stretch of the imagination to associate such
a convecting central plasma sheet source with the so called
“bursty bulk flow events,” or BBFs, i.e. proton bulk flow
events with large, positive and bursty GSE vx (e.g. Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1992, 1994, 1997;
Petrukovich et al., 2001; Raj et al., 2002; Ohtani et al., 2004;
Cao et al., 2006). These near-midplane bursty flows, inferred
from velocity moments, are mainly perpendicular to the local magnetic field, but they are accompanied by locally enhanced northward Bz , or local dipolarization, which allows
latitudinal (and earthward) expansion of the plasma by fieldaligned flows, both northward and southward, with little or
no net z component of flow velocity. Such poleward expansion is probably what causes the transient reduction in
density that is statistically associated with the transient dipolarization (Ohtani et al., 2004). Again, while this poleward
plasma expansion is taking place, it does not necessarily
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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contribute to bulk flow in the midplane, because of northsouth symmetry.
A physical connection between the equatorial BBFs and
high-latitude field-aligned particle flows has already been
alluded to in the literature (e.g. Sergeev et al., 2000a, b;
Petrukovich et al., 2001), but arguments have been made
against it as well (Raj et al., 2002). Arguments in favor of a
connection must rely on the assumption that BBFs observed
at GSE x>−30 RE are representative of such events much
further downtail, in order to explain the common observation
of PSBL structures with enhanced proton flux, with or without distinct dispersion, by near-Earth polar orbiting satellites
(>50%). According to Ohtani et al. (2004), all major BBF
characteristics can be found irrespective of the x distance between x=−5 and −31 RE and are found with increasing frequency in the tailward direction (their Fig. 1).
A large fraction of the plasma sheet-lobe boundary crossings in both the Polar (Lennartsson et al., 2001) and the
Interball-Auroral (Sauvaud and Kovrazhkin, 2004) surveys,
about 40% and 50%, respectively, did not reveal distinct energy dispersion in the proton spectra. One important reason, as deduced from the Polar TIMAS spectra, is that the
proton flux and number density often have very steep gradients transverse to the magnetic field lines, with scale sizes
comparable to local keV proton gyroradii. As a consequence, only the most energetic protons, the ones with the
largest gyroradii, may at times intersect the instrument, while
at other times an entire proton filament may drift across
the instrument too rapidly to reveal the dispersion of fieldaligned speed. These steep gradients have been confirmed
with multipoint measurements by the Cluster CODIF instruments (composition and distribution function). Specifically, Lennartsson et al. (2007) show that the proton density
with 40 eV≤E≤40 keV can vary by 1n=0.4 cm−3 across
less than five average 90◦ pitch angle proton gyroradii at
R≈5 RE (average E≈7.5 keV at the time). See also the Cluster CODIF measurements of “beamlet” sizes at greater distance by Grigorenko et al. (2007), as well as the early ISEE-1
observations by Huang et al. (1987), which compared fluxes
of 24–65 keV protons with gyro centers on opposite sides of
the satellite.
Similar fine structure is indeed also found with the BBF
events, when these are observed by the Cluster satellites near
their equatorial apogees at about 19 RE . A first Cluster statistical investigation of the cross-section widths of high-speed
transverse flows was undertaken by Nakamura et al. (2004),
using three-point CODIF velocity moments from the July to
October 2001 period. Although the nominal maximum satellite separation was only about 2000 km at the time, they estimate the full widths of the flow channel to be 2–3 RE in the
GSM x−y plane and 1.5–2 RE along the GSM z-axis by assuming a triangular profile for |v(r)| in both directions, with
the peak of each triangle defined by the satellite having the
2 +v 2 )1/2 . The authors do caution, howlargest value of (v⊥x
⊥y
ever, that their linear extrapolations may not be realistic, and
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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that the flow velocity profile could, for instance, have a small
gradient at the center of the flow and fall off sharply at the
edges.
This caveat is judicious, given the subsequent statistical
results of Cao et al. (2006), who employ the same threepoint CODIF velocity moments but include data from 2002,
as well. Their intent was to compare the probability of observing BBFs with three sampling points, given some criteria on the moments, to that probability with only a single
sampling point (only SC1). The inclusion of year 2002 observations makes a remarkable difference. Specifically, the
results from 2001, with separations of about 2000 km, show
only 2% more BBFs with all three satellites (137 events)
than with one (134 events), while in 2002, with separations
of about 4000 km, twice as large, this ratio is almost threefold, or 257% (72 versus 28 events). In other words, with
0.6 RE separation, the three satellites observe almost entirely
different events. These numbers were obtained with the Angelopoulos et al. (1994) BBF criteria, but the other criteria
are said to give similar results.
The Cao et al. results are strong evidence that the BBFs,
like the high-latitude proton bursts, have spatial scale sizes
that compare with local proton gyroradii. The tail magnetic field strength being typically ≤20 nT near the Cluster
apogees, 2000 km is at most three times larger than the gyroradius of, say, a 10 keV proton at 90◦ pitch angle. Actually,
the satellite separations perpendicular to a given line are usually less than the nominal 2000 km envelope. Anyway, as the
three observation points are separated beyond a couple of 10keV proton gyroradii (but not beyond six), in year 2002, the
three concurrent CODIF proton flux measurements of Cao et
al. clearly loose coherence, because of sharp spatial flux gradients. These sharp gradients would thus be expected in the
associated poleward and field-aligned expanding plasma, as
well.
Considering the 2002 Cao et al. statistics, it is very difficult, if not impossible, to obtain a meaningful conjugate comparison between a specific equatorial BBF flow burst and a
concurrent high-latitude PSBL proton burst, especially since
that comparison would require a s/c separation of several RE
in GSE (and GSM) x and z (not available with Cluster alone).
A more practical approach toward establishing a probable
physical connection between the two kinds of flow is to identify recurrent similarities. Some such similarities have been
pointed out above with regard to their respective (1) differential flux, (2) dynamics, and (3) spatial fine structure. The
purpose of this report is to make these similarities more tangible by showing some representative proton and magnetic
field data from the Cluster satellites.

2

Cluster CODIF instruments

The Cluster Ion Spectrometry (CIS) experiment consists of
three identical sets of two instruments each, the CODIF,
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009
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Figure 1 depicts two geocentric solar ecliptic (GSE) projections of a Cluster orbit with apogee in the central geomagnetic tail. The four satellites have slightly different orbits,
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Fig. 1 is that of SC2, crossing the nighttime x-y plane at GSE
x=−19.0 RE and y=−2.0 RE . The other satellites have their
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or Composition and Distribution Function analyzer, and the
HIA, or Hot Ion Analyzer. There were originally four sets
of instruments, one on each of the four Cluster satellites, but
only three were successfully activated on orbit. These are
on SC1, 3 and 4. A comprehensive description of the instruments and their first measurements is given by Rème et
al. (2001).
Very briefly, CODIF and HIA both have “top hat” kind
of electrostatic energy analyzers, allowing for an 8◦ by (almost) 360◦ instantaneous field of view and 4π angular coverage during each four second s/c spin cycle. HIA has the
finer angular resolution but lacks the mass resolving power of
CODIF, the latter using time-of-flight analysis. The present
study is based entirely on CODIF measurements, supported
by magnetic field data from the Cluster FGM instruments
(Balogh et al., 2001).
In the case of CODIF, the 360◦ range is divided into two
sets of 22.5◦ sectors, one set covering 180◦ with higher sensitivity (GF·1E/E=1.9×10−2 cm2 sr keV/keV) and the other
135◦ with lower sensitivity (2.1×10−4 cm2 sr keV/keV), in
order to obtain the required dynamic flux range. The 32 energy sweeps each spin cycle yield an effective angular resolution of about (8◦ +11.2◦ )×22.5◦ . The normal energy range
(without RPA sweeps) is 0.02–38 keV/e, usually covered in
30 steps. Data shown here have been averaged over either
view angle (energy spectra) or energy (pitch-angle spectra)
or integrated over both (velocity moments). The data have
an intrinsic time resolution of a single 4-s spin cycle, but are
typically displayed as two-spin (8 s) averages, and occasionally as four-spin averages.

d.

Near-midnight tail observations
27–29 August 2002

Figure 2 displays data from within the time interval of Fig. 1.
The top differential proton flux data, panel (a), averaged over
view angles, represent an “ordinary” set from among the subset of orbits with very nearly uninterrupted data of equal
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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two-spin resolution from all three CODIF instruments, although panel (a), spanning a complete orbit, only has data
from SC4. The choice of SC4 is arbitrary here. These data
are ordinary in appearance and also in the sense that current
geomagnetic conditions are neither very active nor extremely
quiet. The maximum three-hour Kp during this interval is
3+ between 21:00 and 24:00 UT on 27 August, and the 24-h
6Kp on 27, 28 and 29 August is 22, 15− and 15, respectively.
4.1.1

Plasma sheet filaments

The occurrence in panel (a) of plasma sheet-like proton
fluxes in multiple and seemingly isolated bundles, or “filaments” (Huang et al., 1987), is a feature common to all
Cluster tail traversals, although the gaps between bundles are
not always as wide as here. To reconcile this with the traditional image of the plasma sheet as a monolithic structure,
one needs to keep in mind that it takes about 50 h for the
satellites to travel through the tail from above the North Pole
to below the South Pole (Fig. 1). That is ample time for the
plasma distribution to undergo many changes. The multiple
structures are in fact associated with both temporal and spatial variations. The temporal variations include the same kind
of proton energy dispersion that is familiar from observations
closer to Earth (e.g. Lennartsson et al., 2001; Sauvaud and
Kovrazhkin, 2004) and will be described briefly below.
To highlight the often complex spatial aspects here, a onehour interval from near the end of 27 August is expanded
in panel (b), and simultaneous data from SC3 and SC1 are
shown in panels (c) and (d), respectively (bottom energy
channel of SC1 and SC4 have spurious counts here). With
the possible exception of the second and last structures in
panel (b), the concurrent structures in panels (c) and (d) are
different, both from panel (b) and from each other. The satellite separations at this time are listed in Table 1 (at 21:30 UT).
These are examples of the commonly occurring local highlatitude proton flux enhancements without distinct energy
dispersion, save for a hint of dispersion in the last structure,
but they have lower than typical energies.
Panel (e) shows the flux pitch-angle distribution in the
panel (d) structures, averaged over most of the energy range
(40 000 eV is a rounded number for the upper end). The flux
is generally close to being isotropic in all panels (b), (c) and
(d) structures, especially in the second main one here, which
has a large number density of n≈2 cm−3 and a local beta
value of β≈0.2. The less intense one just before does have
more protons moving away from Earth, at >90◦ in the Northern Hemisphere, suggesting perhaps an Earth origin, but because it extends to 0◦ , it more likely has mirrored and straggling protons from a transient earthward flow burst (with almost no O+ present). The last structure has some initially
counter streaming protons at the highest energies (and maximum β≈0.2). It may be noted that the atmospheric loss cone
at this large a distance, α≤1◦ , is very small compared to the
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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Table 1. Cluster satellite separations in GSE.

SC
4–1
SC
4–3
4–1
3–1
SC
4–1

27 August 2002 at 18:00 UT
1x, km 1y, km 1z, km
−4137

877

−3081

27 August 2002 at 21:30 UT
1x, km 1y, km 1z, km
−2540
−3790
−1250

−2304
641
2945

715
−2452
−3167

28 August 2002 at 10:00 UT
1x, km 1y, km 1z, km
−4108

−1132

1367

1 September 2003 at 02:00 UT
SC 1x, km 1y, km 1z, km
4–3
4–1
3–1

66
−21
−87

−102
82
184

−242
−199
43

instrument angular resolution, so is not expected to noticeably affect the measured flux even when empty.
The bottom panel, (f), shows the GSE z component of the
tail magnetic field measured at SC1. It and the y component
are both small compared to Bx ≈37–40 nT here, but it has an
important recurring trend: it turns toward the northward direction in association with the plasma structures (the narrow
wiggles on the far right are probably caused by a thin fieldaligned current moving past along the x-y plane).
The northward turning, or dipolarization, of the Bz component is common to virtually all Cluster encounters with isolated high-latitude proton structures in the tail (hundreds examined). This effect is generally more pronounced the more
energetic and/or denser the protons are, and often more pronounced than here, where the protons have rather soft energy
spectrum. It is also associated with a diamagnetic weakening of the Bx component, typically by several nT (Bx being
stronger than Bz to begin with), and a change in direction of
the By component, as well, although the turning of By may
be either duskward or, as in this case, dawnward (not shown).
Returning to panel (a) of Fig. 2, the seemingly energydispersed three-hour structure beginning about 17:45 UT on
27 August is in fact not a single dispersion, but a series of partially overlapping dispersions of varying duration and successively lower initial energies. The first few structures are
shown on an expanded time scale in Fig. 3a, along with the
simultaneous flux observed on SC1, in panel (b). The SC1
flux is also shown as function of pitch angle in panel (c), averaged over 1–40 keV, illustrating the typical initial arrival of
earthward flux (<90◦ here), followed by both earthward and
mirrored flux. The several individual energy dispersions are
partially obscured by spatial flux gradients, including sharp
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009
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vertical edges. As shown in Table 1 (top), SC1 is earthward
of SC4, but the distance in x, 4137 km, approximately parallel to the magnetic field, is much too short to explain the long
delay (∼10 min) of flux increase at SC1 relative to SC4. This
“delay” is instead due to a transverse flux gradient, in y or z.
The Fig. 3 structures do have energies, differential flux
and peak number densities (n≤1 cm−3 , not shown) that resemble those of a typical CPS, although not necessarily the
local CPS subsequently encountered on this particular orbit
(next section). According to first-order velocity moments
(not shown), the earthward bulk flow speed of both panels (a) and (b) structures begins at about 300 km s−1 (single
8-s sampling at left edges) but declines to near zero within
less than four minutes. Due to the large distance from Earth
(∼14 RE ), they have rather high beta values, β reaching 0.47
at 18:16 UT in panel (a) (at local minimum B≈44 nT), but
subsequent structures within this same three-hour flux bundle have declining β to <0.1 toward the end, despite decreasing B due to the increasing distance from Earth. The (almost) two-hour bundle beginning near the end of 27 August
in Fig. 2a actually has β>1 initially (for ∼20 min), as well as
larger initial energy. This one also has several substructures,
some with clear downward energy dispersions (not shown).
Equatorial Bx reversal

Of the multiple proton structures in the top panel of Fig. 2,
only the one in the center contains reversals of the tail Bx
between northern and southern conditions. Except for the
one just mentioned above (starting near midnight on 27 August), this is also the only one that has beta values β>1.0. In
fact, it contains several Bx reversals and associated instances
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measured by SC 4 near the apogee. (b) Corresponding proton flux pitch-angle
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near
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(b) Corresponding
pro-x
distribution,
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overSC4
1 − 40
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GSE proton
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y (green),
and z (red),
as inferred averaged
at SC 4. (d)−(f)
forGSE
SC 1.
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distribution,
over Same
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Ephemeris
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that of SC 1 (cf.
Table 1).y (green), and z (red), as inproton bulk
flow iscomponents
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ferred at SC4. (d–f) Same displays for SC1. Ephemeris at bottom
is that of SC1 (cf. Table 1).

of β1, as seen by each of the southbound satellites over a
40 and 11:00 UT on 28 August.
two-hour interval between 09:00
These reversals are illustrated in panels (a) and (d) of Fig. 4
(blue lines) for SC4 and SC1, whose present separations are
listed in Table 1 (28 August, 10:00 UT).
Note that the 1y and 1z separations are comparable to
local keV proton gyroradii during these reversals, and yet
the magnetic field differs significantly between the two locations, implying narrow proton pressure gradients as well.
The average proton energy is about 5 to 8 keV during these
reversals (not shown), and the nominal gyroradius at 90 ˚
pitch angle of a 5 keV proton is 1018 km in a 10 nT field, for
instance. Therefore, both of the SC1 and SC4 CODIF instruments repeatedly sample protons with orbits that must deviate significantly from cycloidal here, at least at the higher energies, precluding strict adherence to a common E×B drift
(cf. Chen et al., 2000). This may be fairly normal conditions
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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about the midplane this far from Earth. The three-hour interval ending at 09:00 UT has Kp =2, and the following two
three-hour intervals both have Kp =1+.
Observing multiple Bx reversals over a one- to three-hour
time span is typical of the near-apogee Cluster crossings of
the nominal equatorial plane, although the measured magnetic field is often more complex than here. This is consistent
with some degree of latitudinal oscillation, or “flapping,” of
the plasma sheet, but that kind of bulk motion does not readily explain the satellites’ encounters with more or less isolated proton structures at higher latitude, where Bx retains its
direction, |Bx | is greater, and beta is less or much less than
one. Most, if not all, of the higher-latitude structures may
have formed by proton motion away from the equator and
toward Earth, both northward and southward, along newly
reconfigured and closed magnetic field lines. For a conceptual illustration of this scenario, see Fig. A1 in the Appendix.
The pitch-angle spectra (1–40 keV) in panels (b) and (e)
of Fig. 4 in fact show direct evidence of proton flows away
from the midplane, especially the SC1 spectrum in panel (e).
That is, where flux is enhanced (red color), it mostly occurs
at pitch angles in the earthward direction, whether Bx is negative (flows at >90◦ ) or positive (flows at <90◦ ). This earthward flux is also reflected in the calculated first-order velocity moments in panels (c) and (f) (different scales), where vx
(blue lines) is preferentially positive, especially in panel (f),
although narrow density gradients (not shown) in combination with large proton gyroradii may have some spurious effects.
It is important to note here that the earthward proton flow
bursts are more numerous and stronger at SC1 (panels e and
f) than they are at SC4 (panels b and c), in spite of the fact
that SC1 is about 4000 km closer to Earth, and the y and z
separations are only about 1000 km each (Table 1). This implies that the near-equatorial plasma density between the two
satellites may be undergoing depletion, but the zero-order velocity moments in this case (not shown) are inconclusive in
that regard. If there is a trend toward the end of this time
interval, the satellites may be out of reach, having moved too
far from the midplane. There are, however, numerous equatorial crossings in the Cluster data that are consistent with
local and transient plasma sheet depletion. One good example from almost the same identical geomagnetic location as
Fig. 4, one year later, follows below (see also the recent Cluster results of Asano et al., 2008).
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4.2

1 September 2003

Early on this day, Bx at the Cluster satellites remains between ±10 nT for almost four hours while undergoing numerous reversals. Figure 5 shows a 20-min subinterval with
several transient and presumably localized proton density depletions in the tail midplane (panels a, c and d), the most
dramatic one occurring within a single 8-s sampling at about
01:56:30 UT. Only SC1 data are shown here, since the sepwww.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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(e) GSE proton bulk flow components x (blue), y (green), and z
(red) (cf. Table 1).

arations at this time, listed in Table 1 (bottom), are smaller
than local keV proton gyroradii, and the three sets of data are
nearly identical (as expected). For example, the three sets
of spin-averaged magnetic field components agree to within
about ±1 nT.
It is important to note here 41
that all major downward slopes
in the panel (d) density profile are closely associated with
enhanced northward Bz in panel (b) (red line), often to the
extent that Bz becomes the dominant component. One of
these density drops, at about 02:03 UT, also involves enhanced (duskward) By (green line).
The bottom panel of Fig. 5 shows that at least three of
the density drops in panel (d) are also associated with an increased earthward bulk vx (blue line), the last of which also
has a large spike in vy (green line), as calculated from the
measured differential flux. As with Fig. 4, proton density
gradients may have some spurious effects, but the fact that
the three largest vx values are all positive is reassuring, being that past statistical studies of high-speed ion flows in the
plasma sheet showed them strongly peaked in the sunward
direction (e.g. Baumjohann et al., 1990).
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009
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posed to a “central” plasma sheet, concepts that were developed from data taken in “near-equatorial” orbits, especially with the ISEE-1 and ISEE-2 satellites (with apogees
near 23 RE ; see e.g. Parks et al., 1984; Eastman et al.,
1985). Closely related are the concepts of plasma sheet “thin0.1
0.20
ning,” “dropout” and “recovery,” as also inferred from nearb.
0.15
equatorial observations (e.g. Hones et al., 1973, 1986; Lui
0.10
et al., 1975). The beginning of dense (red) flux in Fig. 3a
would qualify as plasma sheet recovery at SC4 according to
0.05
the ISEE standards (e.g. Lennartsson, 1997). The fact that a
0
hhmm 0150
0200
0210
somewhat similar flux increase is seen about 10 min later at
2003 Sep 01
SC1 might even seem consistent with northward expansion
Fig. 6. (a) Proton pressure during the Figure 5 time interval. (b) Simultaneous
of the plasma sheet, being that SC1 is further north (Table 1).
Fig.
6.
(a)
Proton
pressure
during
the
Fig.
5
time
interval.
(b)
Simagnetic pressure.
However, the bulk motion derived from velocity moments
multaneous magnetic pressure.
has fluctuating y and z components at both satellites, and the
average vz is weakly southward at SC4 at the time (∼10–
According to panels (b), (c) and (e), the initial growth
20 km s−1 , not shown) and near zero at SC1. Actually, faint
of the first positive peak in vx includes earthward field(light blue) flux appears at SC1 about the same time (and
aligned proton flow (Bx being earthward) associated with the
same energies) as the dense flux at SC4, indicating proton
pileup of density in panel (d), which is followed at about
arrival along the magnetic field (∼x-directed), and it remains
01:56:30 UT by a precipitous drop in density coincident with
faint for almost 10 min due to a cross-field density gradient,
the sudden spike in Bz . The vx continues to grow for anprobably north-south directed (1z≈0.5 RE ).
other minute, peaking at 600 km s−1 , and it remains positive
In terms of earthward field-aligned flow, the structure beuntil about 02:00 UT (∫ vx dt∼13 RE ). This suggests that
ginning about 17:53 UT in Fig. 3a, for instance, has fairly
the first large Bz , at least, is associated with a rapidly concontinuous downward dispersion on the bottom, whose slope
tracting closed magnetic loop. If one assumes that the local
suggests a source about 20 RE tailward of SC4, or at GSE
magnetic field in this case does move with the plasma, then
x≈−30 RE . The subsequent adjacent structures in this flux
what appears as a mere 8-s spike in Bz in the s/c frame of refbundle (Fig. 2a), especially those after 19:00 UT, are less enerence may have a true extent of almost 1 RE in x. Much the
ergetic than typical proton bursts (Lennartsson et al., 2001).
same can be said about the last positive peak in vx , as well,
The end of the bundle consists of a fairly steep downward
although it also involves large duskward vy (green line).
slope (from ∼4 keV to ∼0.1 keV in five minutes). Kp is 2
between 18:00 and 21:00 UT, having been 3− before and beIt may be noted that the local CPS proton population in
coming 3+ afterward.
this event, prior to the sudden drop in flux and density, is
The trailing narrow structures shown with expanded time
more similar to the Fig. 3 population than was the CPS popscale (one hour) in panel (b) of Fig. 2 are still less enulation described above. The associated proton and magnetic
ergetic and have unusually large flux at near-zero energy.
field pressures are illustrated in Fig. 6 (note the different panThese are not necessarily representative of bursty flux, but
els a and b scales). By comparison with panel (d) in Fig. 5,
they do highlight the inherent spatial fine structure of highthe proton pressure is seen to have somewhat smaller relalatitude proton flux and allow for fairly simple multipoint
tive variations over time than does the proton number density,
inter-comparison. The second structure in panel (b), for exmainly because it is less dependent on lower-energy protons.
ample, may seem to be the same as the first one in panel (c)
There is little going on in the way of global magnetic activand the second one in panel (d). If those are the same one,
ity at this time. The first three hours of 1 September, 00:00–
then it either has some kind of curved shape across the mag03:00 UT, have Kp =2, and the preceding last three hours of
42
netic field, to appear in the observed succession at the three
31 August had Kp =1. It is only during the following six
satellites, given the separations in Table 1, or, if planar, is
hours of 1 September, 03:00–09:00 UT, that activity is moddrifting eastward and southward. The true situation is proberately enhanced to Kp =4− and 3+.
ably some combination of shape and drift. For comparison,
Fig. 7 shows SC1 velocity moments for the first two structures in Fig. 2d.
5 Discussion
The main (second) structure has a moment-based GSE
Even without the benefit of having co-travelers, each of the
vy (panel d) that tends westward, but its vz (bottom) is inCluster satellites affords a unique perspective of the plasma
deed southward, at some 20–50 km s−1 , after the initial large
sheet from its very large near-polar orbit. Considering SC4 in
northward peak. The corresponding vy and vz of the secthe top panel of Fig. 2, one is challenged to describe what is
ond structure in Fig. 2b are very similar, including the large
meant by a plasma sheet “boundary layer” (PSBL), as opbut brief opposite peaks (not shown), while delayed by about
a.

40 – 40,000 (eV)
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1.5 min. This delay is fairly consistent with those vy and vz
moments, but SC3 is further west and south than SC4, and
yet the first peak in Fig. 2c is slightly ahead of the SC1 observation (by about 0.5 min). It may be a separate structure,
or its shape is curved (convex north-westward).
The brief velocity peaks (∼150 km s−1 ) in panels (d) and
(e) of Fig. 7 demonstrate the kind of effects of steep proton
density gradients that was alluded to in the previous sections.
The negative (dawnward) vy peak in panel (d), along with
the corresponding mean energy in panel (b), is consistent
with the initial brief encounter by SC1 of only the most energetic gyrating protons (those with the largest gyroradii) on
the bottom side of a structure that is drifting southward. The
positive (northward) vz peak in panel (e), eight seconds later
(next sampling), has a less straightforward interpretation but
may reflect a curved or sloping edge. Similar paired peaks
(<100 km s−1 ) are observed by SC4 1.5 min later, within one
single 8-s sampling (not shown). As evident from panel (b)
of Fig. 2, the left (leading) edge of this (second) structure indeed appears within a single 8-s sampling at energies below
a couple of keV. Even at 50 km s−1 drift speed, this means a
density gradient scale length less than three times the gyroradius of a 2 keV proton (at 90◦ pitch angle).
Panels (b), (c) and (d) of Fig. 2 together virtually prove that
there are isolated plasma filaments, as opposed to mere folds
in a single continuous boundary layer. The isotropic pitchangle distribution within three of the filaments in panel (e),
and the absence of energy dispersion in panel (d), may mean
that the filaments in this case extend between the hemispheres and have reached near-uniform density. The satellites are within a generally tail-like magnetic field, but the
field becomes less stretched in association with the filaments
themselves, according to panel (f), especially with the second one in panels (d) and (e). Given the locally equatorward
(southward) bulk motion of this same structure in Fig. 7e,
it may very well be a magnetically closed and contracting
plasma loop, similar to the modeled “mature bubble” structure in Figs. 3 and 4 of Chen and Wolf (1993).
Having a plasma filament form that connects high-latitude
points on opposite sides of the main plasma sheet requires a
localized reduction of the midplane (maximum) plasma pressure. That this scenario is feasible follows from Fig. 4, where
earthward bulk plasma flow is at times stronger at SC1 than at
SC4, even though SC1 is ∼4000 km closer to Earth. Growing local magnetic field strength B counteracts the plasma
pressure reduction by betatron acceleration, but only in proportion to B, whereas the magnetic pressure (and tension)
grows in proportion to B 2 . Once higher-latitude magnetic
field lines do connect across the tail midplane, the plasma
there is able to expand rapidly to higher latitude as well,
leading to further diamagnetic imbalance. The logical consequence is earthward contraction of the flux tube, in accordance with the “plasma bubble” (buoyancy force) theory of
Pontius and Wolf (1990) and Chen and Wolf (1993) (see also
Birn et al., 2004).
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Figure 5 bears out this scenario with multiple dipolarizations and associated plasma density drops. Most of this time
interval fits the definition of a “typical” ∼10-min BBF event
(e.g. Figs. 3 and 5 in Angelopoulos et al., 1992), but the
first and largest density drop, at 01:56:30 UT, arguably occurs during the most “archetypical” single BBF flow burst.
In fact, the associated time series of magnetic field and proton density and bulk flow have nearly identical shapes as
those in Fig. 4 of Ohtani et al. (2004), which show superposed epoch analysis of 818 fast earthward flow events that
occurred at −31<GSM x<−5 RE . The main differences are
smaller amplitudes in the superposed case. It may be noted
that the first large spike in Bz in Fig. 5 above (19 nT, red
line) is four times larger than the local Earth vacuum dipole
field, and causes the proton beta to briefly fall below one
(β≈0.7). Similar low-beta conditions are reached with the
subsequent large spikes in By (19 nT, green, β≈0.9) and Bz
(20 nT, β≈0.6). This is illustrated in Fig. 6. Protons are
the dominant ionic component at this time (virtually no O+
ions present), so Fig. 6 can thus be said to justify the original
assumptions by Pontius and Wolf (1990) about “plasma bubbles” having both lower particle pressure and stronger magnetic field than their surroundings in the tail midplane.
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The recurring but short-lived (in the s/c frame) enhancements of Bz at low latitude, combined with the associated
local density drops, are quite consistent with the appearances
of multiple, transient and/or localized proton structures at
higher latitude, along with some northward turning Bz there
as well. There is in fact a brief southward vz in panel (e) of
Fig. 5 (red line) coincident with the first Bz spike in panel (b),
and a northward vz with the last Bz spike, showing fieldaligned flows with some degree of north-south asymmetry at
those times. The flux structures in Fig. 2d are not typical of
high-latitude proton bursts in progress, but the behavior of
Bz in Fig. 2f is representative of isolated flux structures with
energy and pitch-angle dispersion as well.
The very large peak values of Bz in Fig. 5b, 19–20 nT,
are indeed consistent with flux tubes that touch the lobes
nearby, as illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig. A1 in the
Appendix. This is because the sum of kinetic and magnetic
pressures in Fig. 6 remains mostly at or below 0.3 nPa, implying that the adjacent lobe |Bx |≤27 nT at pressure balance,
i.e. a mere 30–40% larger. Where the flux tubes bend earthward, away from the equatorial plane, they can reasonably
be expected to narrow and have a field that quickly reaches
that lobe strength. This is consistent with prior equatorial
(and local) “diamagnetic motion” of the lobe field (see Appendix) and differs somewhat from the MHD model of Birn
et al. (2004), where Bx is constrained by the boundary conditions (their Fig. 5), and the equatorial Bz remains about
an order of magnitude weaker than the adjacent lobe field
during the simulated earthward flux tube contraction (their
Figs. 4 and 9).
The recurring earthward proton flows in Fig. 5, with their
embedded positive Bz peaks, imply that (some) plasma located tailward of Cluster remains magnetically connected to
Earth. This raises the issue of whether BBFs may form without generating magnetic loops with negative Bz travelling in
the tailward direction, away from a magnetic neutral line (or
point). Tail plasma flows with negative vx and Bz are certainly observed part of the time (e.g. Ohtani et al., 2004;
Asano et al., 2008), and they are generated in the Birn et al.
MHD model. Assuming that each earthward BBF flow burst
is initially formed together with a tailward-flowing counterpart, then Fig. 5 shows that each burst only empties some
rather limited portion of the downtail plasma sheet, for instance some very narrow longitudinal sector.
Even while depicting only local conditions, Figs. 5 and 6
show two important aspects of “tail current disruption” (e.g.
Lui et al., 2007). For one, sufficient proton density is a crucial condition for the plasma sheet’s diamagnetic strength,
and its diamagnetism plays a crucial role in keeping the two
tail lobes’ Bx fields apart, i.e. keeping pressure balance. For
another, a strongly enhanced Bz component in the midplane
acts as a barrier against a net dawn-to-dusk proton drift current. The scenario advocated here assumes that some initial
local reduction in the midplane β causes higher-latitude Bx
to be diverted into midplane Bz , causing further reduction
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009

of both particle pressure and β. This may be envisioned
to develop rapidly, thereby launching field-aligned proton
bursts, northward and southward, as well as an earthward
BBF (plasma bubble).

6

Summary

The high-latitude “boundaries” of the plasma sheet, at least
on the nightside, are dynamic latitude zones of recurring and
transient (minutes to tens of minutes) earthward and magnetic field-aligned bursts of plasma, whose ionic component
is dominated by protons with flux, energies, and densities
that are consistent with a central plasma sheet source at varying distance, the latter often indicated by downward dispersion of thermal energy at varying rates. The source can be
expected to be as close as the ∼19 RE Cluster apogees at
times, or closer still (e.g. Lennartsson et al., 2001; Sauvaud
and Kovrazhkin, 2004).
These high-latitude proton bursts, collectively known as
the PSBL, have time scales that compare with those of the
central plasma sheet (CPS) BBFs, i.e. bulk flow events with
large, positive and bursty GSE vx , although the statistics obtained for the BBFs have been limited to GSE x>−31 RE
(e.g. Baumjohann et al., 1990; Angelopoulos et al., 1992;
Petrukovich et al., 2001; Raj et al., 2002; Ohtani et al., 2004;
Cao et al., 2006). What makes the known BBFs plausible sources for the PSBL bursts are, to begin with, (1) their
earthward-directed bulk motion and (2) their association with
a transient and large increase of the local tail Bz component
(local dipolarization). The enhanced Bz provides intermittent access to higher latitudes for the CPS plasma, resulting
in transient and local CPS density reductions, as illustrated
by Fig. 5 above and implied by the extensive epoch analysis
of Ohtani et al. (2004). Their earthward sense of bulk motion (“flux tube contraction”) is consistent with the lack of
distinctive latitudinal dispersion of the PSBL burst energies
(Lennartsson et al., 2001).
Another sign of kinship between the PSBL bursts and the
BBFs is their similar spatial fine structure. The PSBL bursts
have prominent filaments aligned along the magnetic field
with transverse flux gradients that are often characterized
by ∼10 keV proton gyroradii scale size (Lennartsson et al.,
2007) or even smaller (recall discussion of the second structure in Fig. 2b above). The same kind of fine structure is
also found during Cluster near-apogee traversals of the tail
midplane, as illustrated above by the Fig. 4 differences between SC1 and SC4 magnetic field strengths (anti-correlated
with proton pressures) and bulk flow velocities, given the
rather small 1y and 1z separations in Table 1. The 10-keVtype proton gyroradii scale size apparently applies to BBFs
in general, according to the different BBF statistics obtained
by Cao et al. (2006) between 2001 and 2002 (see second last
paragraph of the above Introduction).
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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A third and indirect connection are the observations by e.g.
Angelopoulos et al. (1997) and Sergeev et al. (2000a, b) of
a good correlation between BBFs in the tail and ionospheric
auroral activity, even when ground magnetic signatures are
absent. This ties in with the spatial fine structure of both the
BBFs and the PSBL proton bursts, since proton gyroradiiscale burst density gradients are likely to generate electrostatic shocks close to Earth (Lennartsson, 2003) and thus in
turn drive electron precipitation (Lennartsson, 2006).
A fourth and theoretical kind of connection is offered by
the “plasma bubble” (buoyancy force) theory of Pontius and
Wolf (1990) and Chen and Wolf (1993). The Cluster proton
and magnetic field data examined here have several aspects
that mesh well with this theory. In particular, Figs. 5 and
6 show BBF-type earthward proton flow bursts to have both
lower particle pressure and stronger magnetic field than their
surrounding equatorial plasma. This combination yields the
magnetic buoyancy force that propels the theoretical plasma
bubbles earthward at speeds in the range of reported BBF
speeds. According to the Chen and Wolf analysis, each
moving plasma bubble occupies a magnetic flux tube that is
more dipole-shaped than surrounding flux tubes and therefore reaches higher latitudes than those in the earthward direction. Once filled uniformly with plasma, the bubble’s flux
tube, according to Chen and Wolf, will have higher particle
pressure than its surroundings along most of its length, away
from the equatorial plane. This accounts for more or less isolated high-latitude plasma filaments (Figs. 2, 3 and 7), whose
formation may be triggered by local reductions of the equatorial β (Fig. 4).

Appendix A
Magnetic field motion
As one traces a tail magnetic field line toward Earth, be it
from P1 to F1 in Fig. A1, or from P2 to F2 , et cetera, the
local field is known to approach Earth’s internally generated
and approximately dipole-shaped field in a smooth fashion,
without any sharp bends in direction below a few RE altitude
(e.g. Tsyganenko, 1990). Nonetheless, it is commonly postulated that the field lines through P1 and P10 , while each being
connected to the solar wind at greater distance, are continually “moving” tailward and equatorward at the E×B·B −2
velocity, along with ions and electrons, E being directed
duskward, via positions like those of the field lines through
P2 and P20 . At some distance down the tail, perhaps anywhere
between 100–200 RE or so, the oppositely directed Northern
and Southern Hemisphere field lines, are believed to come
together and form an extended equatorial cross-tail “neutral
line” (“X-line”), where the field-line (and plasma) motion is
diverted and divided into both tailward and earthward components, the latter one sustaining the plasma sheet.
www.ann-geophys.net/27/1729/2009/
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Fig. A1. Schematic tail lobe magnetic field lines near noonmidnight plane (solid lines; not to scale) and a “reconnected” field
line (dashed; tailward moving counterpart not drawn). Letters F
and F 0 denote field line intersection with Earth’s surface (see text).
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against idle use of this condition.) The “large field-aligned
conductance” may or may not be a good assumption, considering that (1) the measured lobe plasma density earthward of
a few tens of RE is mostly low and (2) the charge carriers are
subject to magnetic mirroring. In any case, it does not apply
to the near-Earth field within the neutral atmosphere.
The F and F 0 foot points are electrostatically insulated
from the external magnetic field, and the local field strength
is mainly (>99%) from Earth’s dipole and must follow
Earth’s rotation along constant geographic latitude. This differs greatly from the observed horizontal circulation of ionosphere plasma (e.g. Ruohoniemi and Baker, 1998), so if the
ionosphere E×B drift were to physically carry with it the
magnetic field, then there would have to be sharp bends in
the near-Earth field lines, being that B is divergence free, and
these bends are not observed.
On a finer spatial scale, auroral arcs are believed to align
beneath electric potential structures with a V-shaped cross
section, whose transverse electric field E⊥ is indeed observed
above a few thousand km altitude by polar orbiting satellites,
as paired and opposite vectors (e.g. Mozer et al., 1977). The
large (and growing) shear that the magnetic field would display, if it were to move with the associated opposite E×B
Ann. Geophys., 27, 1729–1741, 2009
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drifts, is not observed, however, only a small shear caused
by the field-aligned sheet current carried by the precipitating
electrons. In other words, there are prevalent and verifiable
circumstances under which particle E×B drift does not entail magnetic field motion. Furthermore, the magnetic field
frozen-in condition, in the sense of constant flux through any
closed contour moving with the plasma, is contrary to diamagnetism, when plasma compressibility is taken into account, since it requires that the magnetic field strength (and
pressure) increase with increasing plasma density (and pressure).
On the other hand, the diamagnetic property of the plasma
can cause the magnetic field to move in a transient fashion,
either by being displaced by increasing plasma pressure or
by filling in where plasma pressure is decreasing. With reference to Fig. A1, the stretched shape of the solid field lines
represents the end response to external solar wind and internal plasma sheet pressures (allowing for diamagnetic pressure balance; e.g. Fairfield et al., 1981). The plasma sheet
may well fill from the tail flanks (e.g. Eastman et al., 1976;
Orsini et al., 1990), specifically via inward E×B drift in the
low latitude boundary layer (LLBL) fringe electric field (as
required by curl E=0; see Lennartsson, 1992, 1997), while
“pushing” the lobe magnetic field into its tail-like shape. In
fact, the entry of solar wind plasma into Earth’s plasma sheet
seems to have, by itself, a stabilizing effect on the magnetotail, since the near-Earth plasma sheet has the most numerous
and least energetic (∼1 keV per nucleon) protons and alpha
particles during extended periods (many hours) of extreme
geomagnetic quiescence (e.g. Lennartsson, 1992, and references therein).
If one considers, for the sake of argument, that the plasma
pressure at point C in Fig. A1 is suddenly reduced below
diamagnetic equilibrium, then one can imagine that the lobe
magnetic field moves locally to penetrate the midplane (reconnect), as indicated by the dashed line. This in turn will allow plasma remaining at point C to expand to higher latitude,
and earthward, further reducing its midplane pressure, probably causing the magnetic loop to contract earthward. The
latter can be envisioned with the “bubble picture” of Chen
and Wolf (1993), where the newly closed flux tube (bubble)
is propelled earthward by a magnetic buoyancy force related
to the interchange instability (see also Birn et al., 2004). Sudden closures of high-latitude flux tubes through the midplane
would realize one of Williams (1981) proposed sources of
energetic ion beams observed with ISEE 1 at the edge of the
plasma sheet, namely “random encounters of the ISEE 1 flux
tube with a steady source.” This is essentially the process
elaborated on here with the help of Cluster data.
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